
7. Electron spectroscopies

7.1 Energy loss mechanisms

- Incoming photons/electrons may excite electronic transitions in the substrate
- Spectroscopic techniques focus on obtaining information on this, if the excitation process (or its decay) 
leads to a measurable signal (ejected electron/created photon)

- The two most prominent excitations exploited are photoemission or Auger processes

Hole creation (electron ejection): Hole decay (electron/photon ejection):

- Competing processes have markedly different probabilities
(cross-sections) depending on:

- incoming beam (electrons/photons)
- energy of incoming particle (Ekin / hν)
- excited electronic state

or Electron



- Exploiting optimum cross-sections and surface-specificity due to involvement of low-energy electrons, 
the most used combinations are:

Excitation process Particle In Particle Out Technique Information on

Photoemission Photon Electron PES XPS Filled core states (compositional analysis,
electronic structure, bonding)

(AR)UPS Filled valence states (band structure)

Inverse Photoemission Electron Photon IPES/BIS Empty valence states (band structure)

Auger Electron Electron AES Filled states (compositional analysis)

- This excludes the following, widely used bulk-analysis techniques:

Photoionization/ Electron Photon El. microprobe Filled core states (compositional analysis) 
Emission (~ 30 keV) (Exception: threshold-techniques)

Absorption/Emission Photon Photon UV-Vis, XRF Electronic transitions
(compositional analysis)



7.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS or ESCA)

7.2.1. General setup and experimental realization

- Monochromatic X-ray beam incident on sample
(1.2 keV < hν < 1.4 keV)

- Measure energy-resolved the photoelectrons emitted
from the sample (0  < Ekin < 1.4 keV)

Simple in principle, but:

a) need monochromatized X-ray beam Laboratory source: - Xray spectrum dominated by
sharp line emission/low background

- good heat conductor
- UHV compatible (low outgassing)

→ essentially all XPS studies done with Al Kα-line (hv = 1486,6 eV) 
or Mg Kα-line (hv = 1253,6 eV)

(natural linewidth ~0.8 eV, i.e. for high resolution studies need
further monochromatization to about 0.1-0.3 eV)

Synchrotron radiation: - monochromatize continuum radiation
anywhere in range 50 – 500 eV

- energy tunable!
- high fluxes

S. Hüfner, Photoelectron Spectroscopy,
Springer Series in Solid State Science 82,
Springer (Berlin, 1995)

Mg K-shell
X-ray emission



b) energy-resolved electron detector - high energy resolution Ekin/∆E
- large collection angle (focusing ability)

[- retarding field analyzer (RFA): LEED optics]
- electrostatic deflection analyzers in various geometries:

127° cylindrical analyzer
cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA)
concentric hemispherical analyzer (CHA)

- Using Ekin = hv – EB – Φ, the spectra are often
directly converted to binding energies

- Spectra reflect electron density of states in sample
(modulo different cross-sections for various levels)

- No emission below Φ (get work function)

- Can only ionize levels with EB < hv. Since matrix elements
are very small for valence levels, XPS is predominantely used
to study the accessible core levels (core level spectroscopy)

- Modes of operation: - Primary structure XPS (or ESCA): compositional analysis
- Secondary structure XPS (incl. HRCLS): local chemical state of emitting atom, el. structure
- Photoelectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM): spatially resolved compositional analysis and

workfunction
- Photoelectron Diffraction (PED or XPD): see 4.5.1.



7.2.2. Primary structure of XPS spectra

- XPS may be envisaged as a 
three-step-process:

i) absorption and ionization
(initial-state effects)

ii) response of atom and creation of 
photoelectron (final-state effects)

iii) transport of electron to surface and 
escape (extrinsic losses)

- Spectra characterized by

inelastic background (staircase structure)
Auger peaks (do not shift with hν!)
XPS peaks and satellites
(secondary structure within 30-60 eV
from main line)



7.2.3. Secondary structure of XPS spectra

Peaks in XPS are often accompanied by a number of satellites:

- X-ray satellites when using unmonochromatized laboratory source

- initial state/chemical shift satellites (different chemical/bonding environment, e.g. at surface)
- final state/intrinsic satellites (different electron screening during photoemission process)
- extrinsic satellites (discrete energy loss during transport to surface: interband or plasmon excitations)

Surf. Plasmon!

Effect of monochromatization on XP spectra of Au 4f doublet Plasmon lines at 2s line of Al



EF

Initial Frozen orbital Adiabatic Sudden
state (Koopman) limit limit approximation

Ψ(f) = Ψ(i) – 1e Ψ(f) = Ψion Ψ(f) = Ψion + αΨ*(1) + βΨ*(2) + …

shake up 
satellites

Chemical shift and shake ups
observed in Cu 2p spectrum

CuSO4

Cu

CuO

- Final state lines are due to many-body effects
- Relaxation shift is substantial (~10-30 eV)
- Classification of final state satellites:

- shake up lines (excitation to bound state)
- shake off lines (excitation to continuum)
[- shake down lines (excitation of hole state; rare)]



7.2.4. XPS for compositional analysis: ESCA

- Identify elements via set of core level energies
- core levels relatively unaffected by bonding chemistry: characteristic for atomic species
- need only rough energy for fingerprinting (no worries about secondary structure)
- use orbital energies from HF calculations or using the Z+1 approximation (tables!)

- Usefulness of technique depends on
- availability of levels at XPS energies
- sensitivity (minimum detectable concentration): cross-section for sub-shell ionization
- quantitation (accuracy & precision)

- High cross-sections, when photon
energy is close to threshold (valence
levels have very low cross-section)

- When focusing on high-cross section
level, 0.1-1% ML detectable
(exception: lighter elements)

- Absolute quantitation difficult:
- Xray flux
- concentration of element
- sub-shell cross-section
- prob. of no-loss escape (IMFP)
- angular acceptance of analyzer
- transmission function of analyzer

- Most anayses employ empirical
calibration constants (ASF) derived
from standard samples. OK within
±10-50% ( relative sometimes ±5% ! )

K. Siegbahn, Uppsala, 1967

Core electron binding energies Photoelectron cross-sections



7.2.5. XPS as probe of the local chemical/electronic environment: HRCLS

- Study peak (sub)structure within 1-2eV: need highly monochromatized
synchrotron radiation

- For surface studies (SCLS), choose hν ~ EB + 100 eV
- Due to exp. and theor. uncertainties only relative shifts with respect to 

a certain main line are addressed (not the absolute peak energies). 
Alternatively: Au 4f calibration

- For extraction of peak positions need:
(i) proper background subtraction
(ii) theory of lineshapes

Ideal δ-function broadened by:
- finite core-hole lifetime (Lorentzian)
- excitations (phonons, holes, plasmons)

For metals (homogeneous electron gas theory) this
leads to asymmetric Lorentzian-shapes, described by
Mahan or Doniach-Šunjić (DS) lineshapes.

- In practice: do a multi-parameter fit for
- chosen number of DS components
- for each adjust peak intensity

peak position (core-level position)
line width (→ core-hole lifetime)
asymmetry (Anderson) coefficient (→ ρ(EF) )← pos. shifts 0    neg. shifts →

D. Spanjaard et al., 
Surf. Sci. Rep. 5, 1 (1985)



- Theoretical contribution to the analysis of HRCLS spectra:

- in general:  Elaborate many-body theory primarily based on the homogeneous electron-gas.
Lots of conceptual understanding concerning satellites (sudden approximation),
line shapes, screening effects…

- metals: Screening done by very fast valence electrons around the Fermi-level. For low
enough photon energy, main line then close to adiabatic limit, i.e. EB ≈ E(nc-1) – E(nc)

Corresponding total-energy calculations (primarily done within DFT) can be of two kinds:

- initial-state approximation: EB(initial) = ε(nc), i.e. simply the core-level energy
(neglects screening, i.e. poorer description, but fast)

- final-state calculations: i)  Compute total energy difference with and without core hole
ii) Exploit Slater-Janak transition state approach (mean value

theorem of integration

i.e. core-level energy, when core level is occupied by nc-1/2

Since such calculations are done with periodic boundary conditions, one needs impurity type
calculations with large supercells to model isolated photoelectron emission process. A better
convergence is then expected for the Slater-Janak approach (smaller perturbation)

With present-day functionals in DFT, the absolute core-level positions (Kohn-Sham levels)
come out pretty bad. As described before one therefore focuses only on shifts, i.e.
energy differences between peaks (e.g. surface core level shifts)
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7.2.6. Two applications: i) SCLS of clean TM surfaces

Theory: initial-state picture explains SCLS trend
as due to band-narrowing at surface

M. Aldén et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 2449 (1993)

S1S2 b

Ru(0001)

sp-band

d-band



ii) Complex structure determination: the (√5 x √5)R27° surface oxide in Pd(100)

Combination of DFT+HRCLS successfully used for model exclusion

M. Todorova et al., Surf. Sci. 541, 101 (2003)



7.2.7. Pros and cons

+ - Quantitative method for elemental composition (straightforward using ASFs)
- Highly sensitive for most elements (~ 0.1% ML)
- Information about chemical environment/oxidation states (extensive databases)
- Recently extended to work at high pressures

- Satellites and final-state shifts provide information on electronic structure/screening
- HRCLS + DFT increasingly applied for complex structure determination

– - Complex, expensive instrumentation
- Low sensitivity towards H, He
- Sampling depth varies with electron kinetic energy (and material)
- Absolute quantitation relies on empirical tables
- Surface charging in insulators

- High-resolution studies require synchrotron beamtime
- Spectra complicated by secondary features



7.3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES)

7.3.1. General setup

- Incident beam (photons/electrons) creates core holes
- Auger electrons created in decay process measured in electron analyzer

- Auger is a three electron process:
- Initial state has one core hole, final state two core holes
- From diagram (like in photoemission) Ekin = (EA – EB) – EC – Φ
- Electron energy independent of initial excitation!
- Auger electrons designated by 3 letter X-ray notation
(but process not unambiguously determined)

- Since energy differences rather than absolute level energies are involved, Auger spectra
contain closely-spaced groups of multiple peaks (useful for distinction to XPS peaks). 
E.g. for the above three levels: KL1L1, KL1L2,3, KL2,3L2,3 are all within the energy-difference
between L1 and L2,3



7.3.2. AES as a low cost technique: using electron sources

- Although Auger electrons can also be excited by X-rays, most experiments
employ the cheaper, simpler and better tunable electron sources

- Better Auger cross-sections for shallow core levels (EA < 10 keV). Highest
cross-sections only for processes involving at least one valence level
(→ produces low-energy electrons; surface-sensitivity)

- For typical beam energies of 1-5 keV, incoming high energy electrons
may penetrate deep into sample and produce many secondary electrons
on the way. Together with the still low Auger cross-sections, this leads
to small Auger peaks on a huge background!

- Intrinsic Auger line shape not very sharp (shallow core levels). Often
implies that no high-resolution energy analyzer is required

→ typical to differentiate AES spectra!

- AES peaks also affected by chemical / final-state shifts and extrinsic losses,
but in addition hole-hole interaction in final state

great multiplicity of lines
complex shapes due to band structure of levels

→ typically no attempt made to understand complex
secondary structure



7.3.3. Compositional analysis with AES

- Identify elements via set of Auger energies
- same as in ESCA: extensive empirical databases enough for fingerprinting
- less information on chemical state than in ESCA: more elemental analysis

- High sensitivity for almost all elements
- less pronounced sensitivity changes with element than ESCA (shallow core levels)
- can routinely detect ~1% ML
- doesn‘t work for H, He, Li (trick question!)

- Absolute quantitation even more difficult than in ESCA
- tabulated calibration constants allow for ±50% accuracy

→ used primarily as low-cost technique for contaminants
and only approximate compositional analysis

- Big additional advantage: focusing ability of incoming
electron beam

- spatially resolved compositional analysis
- resolution down to ~ 1µm
- scanning Auger microscope (SAM) widely

used in real-world applications (metallurgy..)  

AlSiMg alloy surface

SEM Al

S Si



7.4 Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS)

7.4.1. Differences to XPS

UPS is essentially the same as XPS, with two notable differences:

i) Photon source: - He gas discharge line sources, HeI (21.2 eV), HeII (40.8 eV)
- synchrotron radiation in lower UV regime (5-50 eV)

→ only valence levels accessible
→ UPS is „surface sensitive“, but not as surface specific as other techniques

ii) Role of momentum conservation

- Energy AND momentum conserved in photoemission process
- Free electron: only Compton scattering possible. 

Bound electron: atom takes up (reduced) recoil momentum of photoelectron

hν + EB = Ekin; kp + k = kpe

- Depending on incidence angle of photons and exit angle to detector
different wave vector states EB(k) measured

- Core levels: XPS: EB(k) ≈ constant
Valence levels: XPS:          Due to finite acceptance angle of detector, 

angular average over whole Brillouin zone
measured (→ (joint) density of states)

(AR)UPS:  wave-vector resolved measurements at 
single-crystals
kp negligible; „vertical“ transitions

hν
kp = E/(ħc)

EB k

Ekin
kpe = √(2mEkin/ħ2)



7.4.2. The final-state problem

- In the k-resolved photoemission process we have to consider the following stages:
initial-state: EB , k|| , k┴
final-state electron inside solid: EB + hν , k|| , k┴ (energy-conserved, vertical transition)
transport through surface: energy reduced by surface barrier; only k|| conserved
detected photoelectron: EB + hν – Φ, k|| ,   new k‘┴ = √[(2mEkin/ħ2) – k||

2]

- Problem: from measured energy and momentum, can only deduce EB(k|| , ? ) for unknown k┴

Ekin(k|| , k‘┴) =  EB(k|| , ?) + hν – Φ

- Approximate solutions:
i) assume final-state inside solid is already nearly-free

electron like (e.g. when EB + hν >>  EF)

→ k┴ = sqrt( 2m*(Ekin+ Φ – Eo)/ħ2 – k||
2 )

but: - effective mass unknown
(mostly approx. by free electron mass)

- bottom of conduction band Eo unknown
(use theory, use high-symmetry, etc…)

ii) measure at different surface orientations and 
triangulate (only bulk-states)

…and various other approaches…

- Furthermore: selection rules forbid certain transitions when using
polarized light



7.4.3. Complementary use of ARUPS and KRIPES for band structure mapping

- ARUPS is predominantely used to map out band-structures, 
i.e. to  obtain EB(k|| , k┴) information about the valence states

- For a vertical transition to be observable, the involved final-state
band must be above the vacuum level (for the photoelectron to be
able to escape from the solid). ARUPS gives therefore information
on:

occupied states below EF
unoccupied states above Evac

but not on unoccupied states between Evac and EF (width: Φ) !!

- This information can be complemented by exploiting inverse
photoemission processes, i.e. electrons fired at a surface fall into
an unoccupied state, and lead to photon emission

- If the electron energy is varied and only one photon energy is
measured, this is called Bremsstrahlung Isochromat Spectroscopy
(BIS). More often, a fixed low electron energy is used, and the energy
range of photons detected: k-resolved Inverse Photoemission 
Spectroscopy (KRIPES)

- The cross-section for IPES is orders of magnitude lower than for
PES, i.e. such experiments are very delicate



7.4.4. Example of Cu band structure
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7.4.5. Theory: excited-state calculations and surface states

- Initial-state calculations equally possible like in XPS (e.g. band structures from DFT)
- Final-state calculations inherently more complex, because

- core hole not localized
- photoelectron has much lower energy and cannot be excluded from considerations
(remember: final-state in XPS was just relaxed N-1 ground state, neglecting the
effect of the still-present photoelectron) 

→ proper UPS final-state calculations need to treat the full excited-state system
(most prominent: GW, TD-DFT)

- Conceptual understanding about surface states can be derived from much simpler models

gap

π/a
k⊥

iκ

ε(k⊥)

Complex band structure

matching condition
potential

exp[ i(k⊥+ iκ) z]~exp[λz]

→ Shockley surface state → Tamm surface state


